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Ep. #12392



Barbara confronts Will and Hal about Pauls wedding. Shes livid to learn that Will plans to live with Paul and Rosanna at Fairwinds but feigns indifference. Later, Barbara lures the policeman inside for coffee, then goes upstairs to nap. Will arrives at the Snyder Barn, to Pauls relief. Will tells Kim about his conversation with Barbara and shes concerned. Meanwhile, Barbara climbs out of her bedroom window and struggles to remove her electronic tracking anklet, vowing to get to the wedding. A shell-shocked Carly confides in Emily what happened with Jack as Rosanna shows up to get into her wedding dress. Carly swears Emily to secrecy, not wanting to ruin Rosanna s wedding day, but Rosanna realizes somethings up and works with Emily to comfort Carly. Meanwhile, Julia suggests they wait until after Thanksgiving to push Carly to sign the divorce papers. Jack asks again if Julia and JJ will join him at Emmas for dinner and when Julia is still reluctant, Jack asks her to go with him to the farm and ask Emma. Later, Carly, Rosanna and Emily arrive at the farm and when Carly sees the barn decorated for the wedding, its so reminiscent of her wedding to Jack she can hardly breathe. She rushes out and runs right into Jack and Julia. Jack sees the barn and has a similar reaction, but downplays it. Emma hustles Jack and Julia out of there but not before Carly realizes that the memories of her and Jacks love are in him somewhere. Before the wedding, Tom and Margo share a moment. Elsewhere, Jennifer ties up loose ends with Jordan. After, the ceremony begins. At Java, Jack gets down on one knee and proposes to a stunned Julia. Thrilled, she accepts, just as Rosanna walks down the aisle.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
19 November 2004, 14:00
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